
The innovative proposition 
to attract investors and buyers 

 
1. Name of innovation 
 

TECHNOLOGY "DEFERRED BAKING" FOR BAKERY PRODUCTS 
 FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES 

 

2. Intellectual Property 
Select the appropriate position, put the mark «+». Write relevant information. 

+ Patented Innovation  countries: Ukraine 
    

 Filed for a patent countries:  
    

 License agreement or Exclusive rights. Exclusive rights 
   

 Other (specify) _________________________________________________________ 

 
3. Type of innovation 
Select the icon by replacing from "-" to "+"   
 

+ Product  + Result of R&D 

+ Technology  - Other (discussed separately) 

 
4. Areas of innovation 
Select one or more applications innovation by replacing from "-" to "+" .  
 

- Automobiles, transport and logistics 

+ Agriculture and food technology 

- Aerial and space technology 

- Biochemical technology 

- Building 

- Military Industrial and Safety 

- Energy and Energy Saving 

- IT-technology, ICT industry and services 

- Light industry 

- Marine industry and services 

- Environment 

- Nano- and Micro Technology 

- New materials 

+ Medicine and Health 

- Creative industry 

- Tourism and cultural heritage 

- Other. (Please specify below the scope) 
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5. Novelty 
 

What does innovation superior (in digits or qualitatively) already existing? (The answer should be clear 

and concise - three main arguments in support of the use of promising innovations in domestic and/or 

foreign markets) 

 

     The project is a rapid response to market needs in the provision of fresh products in a wide 
range, reducing the cost of transporting the finished products, centralized control of quality 
and safety of food at the stage of preparation of semi-significant network expansion bakeries 
in areas of implementation through the creation of mini-bakeries incomplete set of equipment. 
The priority is the possibility of long storage and sale of semi freshly baked goods at any time 
of the day and closer to the consumer - in shops, cafes and restaurants, hotels, recreation 
centers and various fast food outlets. So powerful factories can supply semi-finished products 
in small batches, which would bake places ultimate realization. These technological options 
available in minimum time fresh fragrant pastry in the point of sale or consumption. 
Determined promising way to improve the quality and provision of functional orientation 
products, baked from frozen partially baked and half-finished products through a selection and 
combining prescription ingredients of natural origin with the necessary technological and 
physiological properties. 
A maintenance requirement for bakery technology «deferred baking» necessitates the use of 
additives, most of which have a negative impact on the human body due to non-organic. 
Proposed use of natural raw materials of organic origin, such as rose hips extract, lecithin, 
molasses, seaweed powder, wheat bran, various types of flour, according to the studies. The 
research and study of physical-chemical, structural and mechanical properties of bread, the 
proposed additions, suggest the possibility of solving them by using the main drawbacks of 
«deferred baking» technology. 
Developed and economically justified technologies for production of semi-finished «deferred 
baking»  for bakery products for special purposes 
Materials submitted to the investor: project ND - specifications and those recipes for frozen 
bakery meal: 
frozen semi-finished roll "Sandwich" 
frozen semi-finished buns "Ahlorydna", "Breakfast", "Effective", "Marine", "Shypshynka" 
frozen part-baked bread cake mixes "Protein", "Kukuruznyy", "Buckwheat", "Otrubnaya". 
Implementation is planned at "Odessa korovay". 

 
6. Stage of Innovation 
What is innovation’s stage of development? Select the icon by replacing from "-" to "+"  
 

- The concept, proof of concept 

+ The prototype, which tested and available for demonstration 

- The technologies for small-scale production 

+ The technology is ready for industrial application 

- Commercialized 

 
7. The presentation innovations  
Select one or more forms by replacing badge from «-» to «+»)   
 

- The demonstration model 

+ Multimedia presentation 

- Report 
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8. Information about the participants, which apply  innovation 
 

 If innovation is filed away 

First Name 

Last Name  
Odessa National Academy of Food Technologies (ONAFT) 

address  Ukraine, Odessa, Kanatnaya str., 112, ONAFT, Research institute ONAFT 

web-site onaft.edu.ua 

The person responsible for communication with the organizing committee of the Forum 

position Chief of Department of the normatively-technical providing and metrology 

 

First Name 

Last Name 
 

Danylova 

Olena 

tel. city (048) 724-28-75, 712-41-30 

e-mail nauka@onaft.edu.ua  

Author Solonizckaya I.V. 

 

 


